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The LAST Magazine in  partnership with 
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Media Lab wi l l  partner  with Digital  
Media Art  (DMA)  graduate students in  
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
Trudy Reagan“Myrrh”
What inspired you to create art about science?

Well, I was in love with a physicist. And he didn’t much 
like art. But he said, “that doesn’t matter, he’ll do it 
anyway.” I was fortunate to have a mate that loved 
talking about not only his work but about things that 
he found interesting about physics. So for instance 
around 1971 he was telling me about these theoreti-
cal objects called “black holes.” And since it was 
unseeable of course, I had to try to visualize it, in a 
block print. It’s in my book. I had a physicist around 
the house who could explain how sound from pho-
nograph gets transmitted to electric signals that 
get transmitted to loudspeakers, you know, it 
made my life richer. The thing is that I did come 
from a scientific family. My father was a geolo-
gist at the Geological Survey. And I had a great 
aunt who was a physiologist who taught at 
Goucher College. And my father’s brother was 
teaching Chemistry at Barnard so, you know. 
But they didn’t talk about science the way my 
husband did. He would have been a great 

teacher if he wasn’t so shy.

Were there any figures, like profes-
sors or mentors, who influenced you, 
including your husband?

Well, actually, at Stanford, there was a 
young professor. He was challenging us to 

use all kinds of different media and to use a 
kind of problem solving. It’s called prob-

lem-based education now. He would pose a 
problem, like create a sculpture using light. 

And he had a good friend who came and 
taught for a quarter at Stanford. And that 

person, whose name is Ivan Matrikov, and he 
put me on to a professor named György Kepes, 

and it was called the new landscape. It was the 
outgrowth of an exhibit he had put on at MIT--an 

art exhibit using science images. Some of them 
were photographs, especially micrographs, and 

also diagrams. He had diagrams from other 
cultures in the book. They were quite fascinating.

BY ALEX SMITH

“Intertwingled”. Essential 
Mysteries of Nature. Myrrh.
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And so that got me outside the mindset of 
abstract expressionism, where you don’t 
allow content into your work. You just go with 
the qualities of the paint. And I realized that 
geologic maps, which are quite colorful and I had seen in my 
childhood. And also, his mineralogist friend had showed us 
samples under polaroid light of minerals that were just 
gorgeous. This could be art, and the geologic maps had 
legends to tell you what all the different colors meant. So that 
is very content-rich for a visualization. And so one of my first 
pieces--I was really soured on painting. I spent a short time as 
an art student at what has now become the San Francisco 
Art Institute, and I was quite put off by the macho young men 
who were painters and the whole abstract expressionism 
frame that everything was being put in. Anyways, I latched 
onto Batik, which was another way for me to use my drawing 
skill and love of color. And one of the first pieces I did was 
called “Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral” which had 18 exam-
ples from nature of hexagons in nature. Beside the piece, I 
had legends, just like the map legends, so that people could 

tell what these things were.

Can you tell me about Ylem?

I would put up a piece like my “Animals, Vegetables, and Miner-
als” and people would say “oh that’s pretty” and walk right by 
it. And I was getting pretty frustrated. I was intellectually lonely. 
I’ve been a member of a few pretty stimulating women’s 
groups like the Peninsula Stitchery Guild. And I saw how they 
were set them up and how they kept themselves going. And I 
thought I could start a study group about patterns in nature 
and things in science and so on like that. And this is already in 
my head in 1979, and at that point I was involved in the Crafts 
and Fine Arts Movement and was a founding member of the 
California Craft Museum which actually started in Palo Alto 
and later moved to San Francisco. It’s kind of morphed into the 
Craft Gallery that was most recently in SoMA. Anyway, the city 
of Palo Alto was sponsoring a class for employees who were 
looking for grants about how to submit proposals for grants.

“Energy Becomes Matter”. Essential 
Mysteries of Nature. Myrrh.

“Brains Imagine”. Essential 
Mysteries of Nature. Myrrh.

“Life Creates”. Essential Mysteries of 
Nature. Myrrh.
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They invited us to sit in on that and that gave me the idea that 
you can not only have an organization but you could have one 
that was a non-profit that could benefit its members by being 
an umbrella organization for projects and things like that. So 
with that mindset I was primed to do something. I had a few 
friends that I met through the Craft’s Museum that were using 
science in their art. I had one, a jeweler. I already knew 6 or 
eight people that would be interested in this. And then comes 
along this guy from out of town named Harold Perlmutter. He 
came out here from Princeton and he was already deeply into 
whatever little there was about computer graphics and 
knew some heroes out here like Theodore Nelson, who 
started the idea of putting literature on what we had 
before the internet. And Alvy Ray Smith, who was 
an animator who eventually went to work for 
Pixar. So he sponsored evenings and my mind 
was blown. It was a whole new world for 
me. I had seen in Physics Today an issue 
that had on the cover “How Comput-
er Graphics Will Change Physics” 
and so I was already curious 
about this. I was collecting 
images from science 
magazines that were all 
kinds of ways of visu-
alizing what they 
were talking 

about and

quite fascinating subjects. So I was meeting all of these inter-
esting people. They were from the home brew computer club. 
So at intermission they would go around and tell what their proj-
ects were and the names of all of these computer languages. It 
was really a learning curve for me. Keep in mind they were inter-
ested in what I was doing. In a smaller group I showed off some 
of my art and they understood it. This was gonna be my group. 

Of course it was far too technical for what I wanted 
to do. So I started my own group and that’s 

Ylem.

What does “Ylem” mean?

It’s a word that was coined about 1949 to express the 
idea of the primordial stuff that blew up in the big 

bang--matter energy. There’s quite a history 
behind that whole idea but in this case it was 

George Gamoff? and his students that 
were working on it. And, you know, they 

had known about the expansion of 
the universe since about 1935 or 

1940 and they were just kind of 
running the movie backwards 

and realizing it could have 
started from a single 

point. I loved the 
word. I love words 

with strange 
letters in 

them.

10
“Number Governs Form”. Essential Mysteries of 

Nature. Myrrh.

“Minds Have Wanderlust”.
 Essential Mysteries of Nature. Myrrh.
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I had actually made an alphabet 
called the scientist’s alphabet that 

had things in it like turgor and syzygy 
and so ylem was on the list and so I 

just called it ylem and of course 
nobody could pronounce it. Nobody 

knew what it was and so they said you 
better put something with it so that 

people know what the group is about so 
that’s how it became Ylem: Artists using 

Science and Technology. If you want to 
know more about Ylem and the wonderful 

forums that we had--they were very much 
like TED talks today, just go to ylem.org and 

you’ll see there’s a lot of history and also in the 
February issue of Leonardo last year, we had a 

nice little history written up with sketches.

What do you think it means to be an 
artist in this age of technology 

today? You touched on some of 
your friends and colleagues in the 
early days of computers and the 
internet, and obviously as a society 

were have integrated more and more tech-
nology into our lives.

I’d have to think about that. The interconnectivity and 
the capabilities of that technologies are letting us do...I 

mean you could read a novel by Bruce Sterling, do the 
futurist thing, but I haven’t given that a lot of thought.

It sounds like you have spent a 
lot of time thinking about or 
relating to nature. I’m wonder-
ing if you can share with me 
one thing I have learned from 
nature.

You know, we used to camping all 
the time, especially in the high 
country behind Yosemite Valley 
and I’ve had some wonderful spiri-
tual experiences out in nature but I 
don’t know how that pertains to 
this. My art connection with the 
natural world has been in finding 
the patterns in plants and animals 
that have a mathematical basis or 
were just especially beautiful. The 
other realization that I had 
was--back when my children were 
small I would be making scrap-
books for them andI would be 
going through all the kinds of mag-
azines. One of the things I was able 
to do was amass quite a collection 
of different kinds of patterns. 
Snaky rivers and cellular things 
and stress diagrams and materials 
and so on. At that time I was very 
interested in line quality. I had 
worked at the Geological Survey

“Synchrony Prevails”.
 Essential Mysteries of Nature. Myrrh.
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on contour maps so I had a bunch of that. And 
dragonfly wings. I had a collection of dragonfly 
wings. You kind of get the idea. At one point I just 
started pinning them up on the wall and seeing 
how the cellular ones could relate a little bit to the 
contour maps. I actually make a circle of patterns 
in which each related to each other. It wasn’t linear. 
You had to seem them all kind of together to realize 
the connections between them. I actually did a skirt 
that used these patterns in that way. The next pivot-
al book was called “Patterns in Nature”. It came 
about 1973 or 1976. Peter Stevens. So apparently 
there was a group at MIT that was studying this in 
depth. And one of the things he said was, “Nature has 
a limited vocabulary. There are about six main groups 
of things. Sinusoidal forms and networks, like that.”  And 
I thought, hey, I study this too. This is great. He’s telling 
about branching patterns, what possible use is that to 
trees, and so on. There’s been several more really good 
books that came out on this. So that became kind of a 
specialty of mine.

Wow, that’s incredible. There are so many amazing 
patterns I see around me in nature all the time.

I was just looking today at an orchid that had a linear pat-
tern on each petal.

Wow. So, I really like your stained glass-reminiscent 
paintings on plexiglass. I hope to see them in 
person someday. Can you tell me a little 
about this work and what inspired it?

Well, when I was doing batik I got the idea for things that could 
hang in windows. And it was quite striking. After about five 
years they faded. It was really heartbreaking. So I thought, well 
that’s dye. Dye fades. I’ll try to do something in pigments. The 
other thread here is that one reason I like batik is I like colored 
lines on white backgrounds. I had done block printing and 
scratchboard and so that was something that was there for me 
to draw. I thought it would be interesting to do it on plexiglass 
but the only paint I knew about was horribly toxic. Then there 
was a demonstration video from one of the paint companies 
that told how to do acrylic paint on plexiglass and the light 
came on. The trick is to roughen the plexiglass so the paint will 
stick and to use a hardener solution that you put in the paint to 
make it work on rigid surfaces. I’ve been very, very pleased with 
the range of things I can do with it. I could get a lot finer draw-
ing--I love to draw--a lot finer drawings in that medium because 
I would be scratching through the paint to get those white lines 
and they have very definite edges. The other thing was that the 
first idea that I had was a globe-shaped radiolarian that has a 
crystalline structure around it. And I found that a way to get 
lines carving through the paint was with a small rotary tool 
called a dremel tool. And I could actually carve crystalline 
things into the plexiglass. It was just a fantastic effect. So I used 
that on a couple of my paintings. And the other things that I 
liked about it was that those lines that I carved through the 
paint were very bright white and then you combine that with the 
colors and the completely opaque dense black. It was 
a terrific range of values.

14
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How has your perspective of science and technology 
changed over your career?

I think the biggest change was the burgeoning of the chaos 
and complexity study. Of course the first intonation we had of 
that was in the early 80s was fractales. And it spoke to a lot of 
us because we all knew there were a lot of irregularities in 
nature that seemed to be inherent. Mandelbrot put out a flyer 
about his book “The Fractal Geometry of Nature” which he 
described as the “mathematics of wiggles.” Later he modified it 
to be something less silly but I loved that description.

There were studies of avalanches and things like that. When is 
the next avalanche going to happen? This is a whole area 
where you don’t have the predictability that you do in physics, 
when you’re studying weather and the economy and things like 
that. There’s this hilarious book “The Eu Demonic Pie”. This was 
the group down at UC Santa Cruz with Ralph Abraham, study-
ing what Abraham called dynamical systems. They were figur-
ing out that they could use these systems to go to Las Vegas 
with a computer and their shoes. They had a couple accom-
plices with this. One was a woman who had a computer in her 
bra. They would find a roulette table with some sort of irregular-
ity and then they would bet there and they were doing well. The 
“demonic pie” idea was that they would split their winnings 
among each other. But they kept putting their money back into 
proving their system. The gal that had either the computer or 
little radio receiver in her bra actually got a burn.

In preparation for my book I had to read a lot more about this 
stuff, and it is a fascinating area. And that is probably where art 
is going too because it’s going to be spinning off of some of the 

irregularities in a big way.

What advice do you have for young artists?

Well I’m old school. I think that they should learn to draw. And 
perceive the world. from their own eyeballs and get a feeling of 
what paint and so on can do. The animators that do things like 
ray-tracing of light hitting objects and stuff--those algorithms 
are all written by people who had art. So there’s a basic 
language of vision that they need to have a grasp of so they 
don’t just turn out complete nonsense.

What do you wish to see more of, if anything, in the art 
world?

Well, I think engagement with real emotional problems. There’s 
a winery called Hess Winery. It’s near Napa and the man who’s 
collected things that are very, well you could say, emotionally 
heavy works, and some Kiefer. He’s got some wonderful 
Anselm Kiefer. I notice that a lot of them have been through a 
war or experience of political oppression. And the work is very, 
very interesting. And it’s work that is needed, especially right 
now. I try, in my own way, to grapple with these issues. There’s a 
set of drawings I did--they are on my website, about El Salva-
dor. I can’t remember if I got the English name or the Spanish 
name for the set--but the English translation is “I can’t tell you 
the very worst.” I was trying to visualize what this El Salvadorian 
helper was telling me about why she had to leave her country. 
And it’s, you know, horrendous.

If you’d like to find out more about Trudy “Myrrh” Reagan, check 
out www.myrrh-art.com.
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AT THE EDGE

BY JEFFREY HOLMES

Michel Foulcault

OF ART AND SCIENCE

In Western academia, lines 
between the arts and sciences 
are often clearly defined, as schol-
ars tend to specialize in a sub-field 
of their chosen discipline.  This was 
not the approach of Michel Foucault.  
The French historian and philoso-
pher’s career spanned over human 
sexuality, mental illness, political activ-
ism, Kant, and Nietzsche.  His “The Order 
of Things” (1966) is considered one of the 
most significant books of the 20th Centu-
ry by “Le Monde.”  In this work, Foucault 
develops the notion  of the episteme, that 
any possible knowledge has a historical 
dimension to it and the conditions for 
obtaining it are related to the socio-cul-
tural moment a person is located in.  His 
later “Discipline and Punish” (1975) is 
listed by Buzzfeed as a text that can 
change how one sees the world.  In it, 
Foucault provides a historical analysis of 
the mechanisms behind various penal 
systems in Western society and argues 
that these systems arise in the pursuit of 
power and hegemony.  At the core of his 
oeuvre is a writer who strived to investi-
gate the relationship between critical 
thought and its historical context and 
asked how these two spheres lend them-
selves to human progress.

His career has led to Stanford 
University’s press publishing sev-

eral books on him, including Neal-
on’s “Foucault Beyond Foucault” 

(2007) and “Dean and Villadsen’s 
State Phobia and Civil Society: The 

Political Legacy of Michel Foucault” 
(2016).  In writing this article, I aim to 

discuss the relevance of Foucault’s 
works today and demonstrate how the 

ideology he put forth is at the edge of art 
and science. 

Nealon begins “Foucault Beyond Fou-
cault” by arguing that his corpus is much 
alive today, its reception and interpreta-
tion morphing considerably since his 
death in 1984.  He channels Foucault’s 
own words to argue that the overarching 
theme of his research is not power, but 
the subject capable of wielding it.  Nealon 
advocates for an element of intensifica-
tion to Foucault’s development: as history 
progresses, power moves from the epoch 
of social discipline to biopolitics for the 
purpose of maintaining inequality in soci-
ety.  In this regard, power is a force that 
surpasses institutional limits by evolving 
into a new form.  For Nealon, the locus of 
Foucault’s writing is not the features of 
power, but the ends to which it is used by 
the subject wielding it. This bringsSource: https://www.�ickr.com/photos/espinosa_rosique/7908579302
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Foucault to the present; one can examine the death of Ameircan 
net neutrality as a form of virtual power, birthed by those seek-
ing control over virtual spaces on the Internet.  Here, power 
grafts itself onto the technology of the Internet, and subse-
quently the lives of those who use it, as this technology 
relates to those who have the power to regulate or alter it.

Elsewhere, Dean and Villadsen’s State Phobia and Civil 
Society use Foucault to examine the political concept of 
the state as an antiquity for the modern world.  The two 
acknowledge that there is an ambiguity to fully defining 
the state in Foucault’s works, but they use this as an 
opportunity to reroute the discussion to political sover-
eignty.  They find that the state may be the fundamen-
tal condition for social order and individual security, 
but the power exerted by those to govern is not 
beyond critique. The book features a lengthy 
discussion on neoliberalism, that its subject is a 
citizen who is inherently “governable.”  For Fou-
cault, neoliberalism is a further evolution of a 
system of power necessary to reign over 
citizens, similar to the evolution of laws issued 
to maintain dominance over the Internet.

While Foucault initially presents as tangen-
tially related to the work of LAST, his ideas 
have practical salience for the intersec-
tions of life, art, science, and technology.  
As both a historian and philosopher, his 
incorporations of multiple disciplines in 
his research led to his critical success in 
the academic world.

Here, Foucault finds 
common ground with the 

works of Snow, particularly 
the significance other disci-

plines play into one’s own 
inquiries.  In The Rede Lecture 

(1959), Snow criticizes the state 
of academia, proposing that the 

Western world is host to two 
diametrically-opposed intellectu-

al cultures: the sciences and the 
arts, or to use Snow’s term, the 

humanities.  On Snow’s view, each 
culture is biased against the other, 

yet neither has attained more than a 
barebones understanding of what 

their counterpart does.  This is hardly 
different today, with Hawking declaring 

philosophy as dead in The Grand Design 
(2010) and then supporting the claim with 

zero evidence.  The rift Snow critiques has 
the same spirit as Foucault in The Order of 

Things; both are against attitudes that 
divide education and knowledge.  In his text, 

Foucault is against the split between analytic 
and continental traditions of philosophical 

thought, finding the two to ultimately be com-
plementary projects of human thought.  Snow 

relates his concerns to education, maintaining 
that opposing intellectual cultures discourages a 

general receptivity to knowledge, especially if that 
knowledge comes from a field one’s respective

Artist: Nemomain. This image was provided to Wikimedia 
Commons as a contribution from an Art&Design School 
thanks of a collaboration between Llotja and Amical 
Wikimedia.
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cultures controverts.  The longstanding ramification here is 
that higher education does not create open-minded individu-
als, rather, generalists with a narrow toolkit.  He argues that in 
the wake of modernity and a rapidly-advancing world, having 
educated professionals with a knowledgebase that covers 
some areas in both sides of the divide will be essential to 
progressing society at large. In Foucault’s examination of the 
modern philosophical division, the bias one school has 
against the other is similarly antithetical to advancing philoso-
phy as a discipline. It can be concluded that Foucault’s argu-
ment furthers Snow’s: Snow analyzes a divide between the 
sciences and the humanities, and Foucault analyzes a divide 
within one of the humanities.  The two would find themselves 
in agreement that this intellectual elitism is contrary to an indi-
vidual’s pursuit of knowledge and the advancement of society 
overall.

The thee texts discussed here project Foucault’s ideas into 
the current century.  His works on systems of power and con-
cepts of statehood and political sovereignty are clearly rele-
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vant to those governed in the Western world.  Demonstrated 
by Hawking, superfluous intellectual tribalism still plagues 
academia today, conflicting with the multi-disciplinary meth-
odology that made Foucault’s research so groundbreaking.  
Despite its inception in the ivory towers of academia and the 
ensuing difficult style of prose, Foucault and his commenta-
tors are worth reading in 2019 for a variety of reasons.  His 
critical eye for society, its individuals, and their relations has 
not only a historical precedent, but may be used to imagine 
the world to come.

Press conference on the Jaubert a�air, 
from left to right: Pierre Laville, Michel 
Foucault, Claude Mauriac, Denis Langlois 
and Gilles Deleuze
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INTERVIEW

BY JOHNATHON WIN

Ge Wang
WITH

So, let's start with the title: Artful Design. I've defined the title in 
regards to our value systems, i.e. our own, or, the value systems of 
the groups we are (or may not be) a part of. Foremost being that we 
should exercise great care in design as it in turn reflects and 
shapes us; this reciprocal relationship being ongoing and 
constantly evolving. Conversely, I’m interested in what the antith-
esis of artful design may be, have you considered a ‘non-artful 
design’ and how it compares to the notion of ‘artful’ design? I 
don’t think the relationship between the two is ‘black and white’ 
but rather that they each are separated by degrees in regards 
to their aims, affective potentials, etc. or maybe it has to do with 
perspective? ‘One person’s artful is another’s non-artful’.

I think the opposite of Artful Design is not some kind of "non-artful" 
design, but a kind of design that is complacent, un-reflect-
ing/non-critical, perhaps driven too much by instrumental value, 
and too little by "intrinsic" value.  Artful design is a quest and ques-
tion to understand "why" -- why was something designed? And 
why was it designed the way it was designed? Was it designed, 
for example, to increase user engagement so that such engage-
ment could be monetized (our current social networks, definitely 
Facebook, come to mind) -- or was the thing designed to 
promote something intrinsically good for the end user (like a tool 
that helps the user learn something about themselves, a craft, 
or some aspect of the world).  I would call the latter more "artful" 
than the former.

JW GW

Cover of “Artful Design.”  The lambda-like symbol 
is actually the Chinese pictograph for people, 
pronounced "ren"; the outer loop is a minimal 

ouroboros (a snake eating its own tail), symboliz-
ingthe melding of the means and ends in design. 

It's also a "human in the loop.".
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Artful Design invokes "artful" in the same sense one might think of 
Art, as something that reflects a truth about something, perhaps 
ourselves -- something that offers a deeper understanding of our 
experience.  In that sense, Artful Design is and isn't subjective – I 
suppose it's as subjective (or not) as Art is to us. Another reason the 
book is called "Artful Design".

Considering this critical dimension and leading on from the topic of 
aims and perspectives, should we as active 'designers' be consis-
tently mindful of whom or what we may be designing for, even if this 
isn't immediately intelligible? In an interview you did with the Prince-
ton Alumni Weekly (PAW) podcast you said ‘that music making 
does a person good, and we can shape technology to help people 
really discover that...’ This notion of facilitation is fascinating to me; 
how important is facilitation, encouragement, etc. in your own work, 
and, in the practice of design (more generally speaking)? This sort of 
exchange between parties and the aim to lessen uncertainty for me 
foregrounds the relational aspect of designing for one and/or 

another.

Good design, I think, facilitates a "virtuous" kind of usage, and at 
the same time, perhaps paradoxically, "leaves room" for the user to 
adapt the tool 1) to themselves, 2) to the situation at hand, and 3) to 
be deeply playful.  Good design both suggests and liberates the 
user. As an example, an AI system that straight-up gives you the 
answer is not as interesting as the same AI system that has been 
designed to let you control/play with the process of arriving at the 
answer, or playing with system beyond getting an answer -- and 
control the extent that tool acts on your behalf.  (Artful Design Prin-
ciple 5.19: Interfaces Should Extend Us; "We want tools, not 
oracles!" -- also, Principle 7.11a and 7.11b: Anything that can be 
automated should be... except: anything that is not meaningful to 
automate, should NOT be.)

Many of the central tenets of Artful Design present themselves as 
revolving around a core theme of humanism, perhaps a cliché, but 
I wonder, how may artful design as an overarching philosophy 
develop in an increasingly technological and ‘connected’ age? I 
appreciate that your artful design is not presented as an absolute 
and is malleable in many practical respects (e.g. between design-
ers, mediums, etc.) I assume artful design has changed a lot since 
you first realized it, and especially since you began writing the 
book!

Yes, Artful Design, to me, is a program of reflecting on engineering 
as a humanistic, artistic, and social act -- an attempt to reclaim 
technology, through a kind of artful shaping, to be something 
human, perhaps even sublime, that promotes our understanding
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and flourishing as humans, as individuals, and as communities. It is 
indeed malleable, every bit as malleable as what "happiness"/"flour-
ishing" and their pursuit mean to different people.  As a philosophy, 
artful design posits that we can and ought to design both for extrin-
sic value (the "means to ends") and intrinsic value (the "ends in them-
selves"). Something like "flourishing", both individually and 
socially, are more of the latter: they are intrinsically valu-
able. (Artful Design is a kind of “hidden ethics 
book”; also, Chapter 8 deals centrally with 
many of these questions).

Yes, as I live with the book, and now 
having given more than 70 Artful Design 
talks since last September (see: 
https://artful.design/events.html), various 
aspects of artful design continue to 
evolve.  There are definitely parts of the 
book that in hindsight(!), I wish I had 
written differently. Yet at the same time, 
the central tenets of artful design contin-
ue offer for me a lens, a mirror, on the 
humanistic shaping of shaping technolo-
gy.

Then, considering Artful Design as a lens, how do you view capability 
(what you can do) vs. suitability (what you should do) in technology? 
For instance, in regards to classical music I see a lot of practitioners 
shifting their attention from explicitly complex works vying to be 
'state of the art', to works which spotlight the relational potential and 
discourse between musicians, listeners, etc. I definitely do not view 
artful design as a philosophy predicated on consistently breaking 
new ground but progressing purposefully and conscientiously.

Great designs find the exquisite balance between capability 
and suitability, between market-value and intrinsic value, 
between the means and the humanistic ends.  (Artful Design 
Principle 1.16: Design is a radical synthesis between means 

and ends into a third type of a thing -- both Useful and Beauti-
ful.) Indeed, artful design is not about breaking new 

ground, and much more about the craft of engaging 
our critical minds, our sensibilities about a world we 

would want to live in, our personal and collec-
tive values -- and imbuing whatever we 

design with these qualities.

Given the comprehensive scope in 
which design is tackled in your book, 

do you feel as though a sort of 'essen-
tialist' approach is necessary in engaging in 

artful design? Is this something you strive for in 
your own work, or even just encouragement for others 

to take a holistic outlook? Leading on, how do we know what 
to prioritize in design? And for how long? And to what extent?
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It is absolutely something I strive for, not just in my 
work, but in life.  The two, to me, are not separable. 
Artists don't punch out at the end of the day; they live 
and aim to reflect the very experience of such living 
into the essence of what they make.  Why would 
designers or engineers be any different?

In a related sense, artful design is a mediation on 
function but especially form -- or how function 
becomes form, which in artful design, encompasses 
all the ways something exists in the world -- from the 
Material, the Structural, the Interactive, to the Emo-
tional/Psychology, the Social, to the Moral-Ethical. 
(Principle 1.3; revisited on page 407 in Chapter 8).  To 
design artfully, one ought to have asked the ques-
tions for each of these dimensions.

If you’d like to find out more about Ge Wang and Artful 
Design, check out ww artful.design.
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